Log into WMC MyChart
- Patient must log into WMC MyChart
- MyChart - Login Page (uihealthcare.org)
- 5 days prior to appointment patient will be able to “eCheck-In” for the appointment
- Day of appointment patient will be prompted with “Begin Visit” Selecting this may launch eCheck-In if they didn’t complete it prior

**eCheck-In**
- Patient will have opportunity to update Personal Info, Insurance, Allergies, Medications & Preferred Pharmacy during eCheckin
- Patient will checkmark “This information is correct” or “Edit” as necessary then click “Next” for the next topic completing each topic
- Once all topics are addressed, Click “Submit” to complete eCheckin process
Epic MyChart Video Visit Education - Continued

Signing Documents – if applicable

- After verifying medications, some patients may be prompted to Sign Documents
  - Click “Review and Sign”
  - Review the contents of the form and complete any prompts requested
  - Once completed, and ready to sign click into the “Blue Patient Box”
  - Your signature will be auto-generated or you can select draw to sign
  - Select “Accept”

Video Visit

- Once eCheck-In is completed patient selects “Begin Visit”
- Patient will be prompted to “allow” use of “Microphone & Camera” and your device will perform a hardware test prior to joining call
- Patient selects “Join Call”

- If a clinician has not joined the call they will be given a screen “waiting for others to connect”. Once all participants have joined; the video visit takes place
- Once the visit has concluded, the patient will use the Red button in upper right corner to “leave the call” on their end